Scientifically Advanced Weight Loss System Finally Allowed Into U.S.
Now you can discover a Winning Formula for Sustained Weight Loss

NEW! After 15 years in Australia, Rapid Nutrition brings its technologically advanced
SystemsLs Greens Organic Superfood to U.S. markets. Now for the first time fitness buffs,
busy moms, and health conscious Boomers can experience an energy-boosting formula to
promote successful weight loss.
Powered with Lacto Acidophilus, SystemLs Greens Organic Superfood will convert sugars
into lactic acid, and help improve your digestive tract for maximum energy levels. This
powerful Superfood will help enhance immunity and develop a healthy gut to produce quality
weight loss, giving you a more attractive appearance.
The Super food for a Super body
SystemLs Greens Organic Superfood is a great-tasting, 100% organic product designed to
support effective weight management for a new and improved body image. A natural, gluten-free
product that contains whole-food based vitamins, Greens Organic Superfood contains no
synthetic vitamins ---making it an ideal supplement to promote your overall health and wellbeing.
When you look at SystemLS Greens Organic Superfood’s many healthy ingredients, you’ll
begin to see how its powerful probiotics help cleanse the digestive system---which support
effective weight loss to boost overall self-confidence. Here’s a look at its most powerful
components:
-Rich in antioxidants to help remove free radicals from the body for optimal health
-Powerful blend of Probiotics to enhance the immune system
-Contains organic and natural ingredients for high-quality nutrients to improve your
quality of life
-Gluten free to promote a healthier diet
-Equivalent to 5 servings of fruits and vegetables making it a healthy and convenient
replacement for adequate daily nutrition.
Discover the Personal Health Coach in your Pocket
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Not only can SystemLS Greens Organic Superfood transform your body into a high-energy,
weight-loss magnet, but SystemLS brings you breakthrough technology to ensure your
nutritional success.
Rapid Nutrition’s revolutionary MOTIVIDEO app is a personalized coaching system that is
designed to help you adopt healthy habits that will stay with you for a lifetime.

Imagine 24-7 counseling and coaching at the tip of your fingers, keeping you on track each
minute of every day, to quickly and easily reach your desired fitness goals.
You’ll create your own personal fitness profile by answering a few simple questions. Then you
can let MOTIVIDEO guide you to your maximum potential.
MOTIVIDEO plays a key role in your success, helping you overcome bad habits, and building
new ones for long term health benefits.
With Rapid Nutrition’s powerful app, you’ll experience what it is to feel better, look better,
and reap the benefits of living a healthy and dynamic life. Including:





One-on-one counseling and coaching to keep you motivated
Participating in healthcare sessions at your own convenience
Gives you the ability to shop online for nutritional products to boost general wellness
Helps keep your health a priority with around-the-clock support

SystemLS Accelerate: Your High-Tech Fat Fighting Weapon
SystemLS Greens Organic Superfood can get you healthy, feeling and looking your
best, and filled with exuberance for life. But Rapid Nutrition’s System LS
Accelerate™ will help you take off the weight — and keep it off.
Accelerate contains Green Coffee Bean, the only ingredient on the market that inhibits
glucose-6-phosphatase, and increases fat release from the adipose tissue---which will
enable you to shed fat quickly and effectively. Let’s take a look at how SystemLS
Accelerate helps you keep the weight off:
*Accelerates your Metabolism so you burn more fat without increasing your activity
*Aids with the loss of both subcutaneous fat and visceral fat which promotes a healthy
heart for long-term wellness.
*Boosts energy levels to burn more calories resulting in greater weight loss.
SystemLS Accelerate is a high-tech thermogenic formula that speeds up your
metabolism, burns the fat, and boosts energy, which allows you to enhance productivity
throughout the day. Whether you are 20, 35, or 50---a busy Mom, Boomer, or a fitness
guru, SystemLS Accelerate is a revolutionary program to control long-term weight loss
struggles. With an app that keeps you motivated, and a powerful, fat-reducing, energyboosting formula, your new life could be on its way!
In a matter of weeks, you’ll feel healthier, more attractive, and discover energy levels you
never thought you had. You don’t want to regret taking control of this lifetime
opportunity.

This all starts with SystemLS Greens Organic Superfood---the one comprehensive
program that is with you every step of the way!
So if you’re ready for a more attractive look, and healthier body, then SystemLS Greens
Organic Superfood is your answer.
Just send us one payment today so you can start reaping the benefits of two powerful
weight loss products.
If you purchase SystemLs Greens Organic Superfood for $49.99 today, you’ll receive
the free bonus product, SystemLS Accelerate! And we’ll even throw in FREE shipping
and handling!

[BUY NOW]
Try SystemLS for 30 days at the super-low price of $49.99. If you don’t lose weight
within 30 days, you’ll receive a 30-day full MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. No
questions asked.
Spend less money and receive extraordinary results
If you went to a personal trainer, bought exercise videos, and even joined a gym for a
year, you’d be spending thousands of dollars. With SystemLS Greens Organic
Superfood, you’ll pay a fraction of that amount…and enjoy the same results! Doesn’t
that sound exciting?
SystemLs Greens Organic tastes good, and contains great-tasting fruits such as
blackberry, strawberry, blueberry, apple fiber, and raspberry. Unlike other natural,
organic supplements, System Ls Greens Organic combines a great taste with quality
nutrients for optimal health.
A proven company that believes in quality health
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Rapid Nutrition has proven itself to be one of the most trusted brands in today’s
industry. In fact, the formulator of the organic weight loss system, System LS, Rapid
Nutrition recently won the Queensland’s Export Awards in 2013, and was a finalist in
the national Australian Export Awards. Their 250 percentage increase in revenue last
year represents Rapid Nutrition’s overwhelming acceptance in the marketplace… and
now health-minded individuals in the U.S. can sample its power!

If you are ready to beam with confidence, then let System LS Greens Organic
Superfood lead the way. A powerful formula indeed, Rapid Nutrition’s innovative

fitness solution will help increase your self-esteem, and you’ll be able to experience
better relationships with your new body.
Get VIP Access for your Weight loss App
By purchasing System LS Greens Organic Superfood, you’ll also get VIP access plus a
free code to download our exclusive new iOS Weight Loss Coach App! Join now to get
VIP to take advantage of this exclusive offer! Click below now:

[BUY NOW]
The Powerful Combination to enhance Long-Term Weight Loss
SystemLS Greens Organic Superfood is a revolutionary system that has eluded
Americans until now. This powerful one-two punch of Greens and Accelerate will
enhance vibrant and healthy living. With the addition of the motivational tool,
MOTIVIDEO, you’ll reach new heights with your body and your health.
If you don’t feel great in 30 days, just return the product within 30 days, and we’ll refund
you every single penny---no questions asked. We only have limited quantities available
so it’s essential that you act now:

[BUY NOW]
Sincerely,

Simon St. Ledger
Managing Editor
Rapid Nutrition
P.S. Imagine how attractive you’ll look after 6 weeks. You’ll be ahead of most
Americans trying to find the right weight loss solution. Remember...you get 30 days to
see if SystemLS Greens Organic Superfood is right for you.
Don’t delay…this offer is only good for 7 days.
If you are ready to get VIP access to our exclusive iOS Weight Loss Coach App, then
click below now:

[BUY NOW]

